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“very fine people on both sides”

The Acknowledgement Project

Ni waamjigaadeg aki (it’s time to see the land)
Ni waamjigaadeg debwewin (it’s time to see the truth)

Land (on site intervention located in Barrie,ON)
In 2017, Canada celebrated its 150th birthday seen
by many as another reminder of colonization and
continued erasure of Indigenous nations. Across
the country cities and municipalities planned events
and commemorations funded in part by half a billion
dollars earmarked for the occasion by the federal
government. As part of their 150 celebration the
City of Barrie, in partnership with local Rotary Clubs,
installed a commemorative Sesquicentennial Clock
on the same shoreline that once sustained
thousands of Wendat and Anishinaabe peoples. To
partially fund this clock, custom engraved paving
stones were offered for purchase to the general
public to be installed on the grounds that surround
the new monument. As a means to intervene in
this ongoing erasure through commemoration and
as a response to Canada 150, four bricks were
purchased and engraved with land
acknowledgements. These bricks are scheduled to
be installed in Spring 2018. The phrases from this
site-specific intervention arethe focus of Land’s
counterpart project titled, Aki.

Aki
The gallery installation of Aki builds upon
the phrasing found in Land’s engraved bricks,
informing the words further through materials and
mode of display. Aki reflects upon the significance
and preciousness of land and language to
Indigenous peoples. These words, carefully
stenciled using the ashes of three sacred
medicines, elude to healing, cleansing, to starting
anew. Working through the process of re-creating
these acknowledgements requires patience, time
and care so as to not disrupt. The decision to
display this work, on plinths under the protection
of clear vitrines, speaks as much to the value of
these words in material form as it does to
Anishinaabemowin, one of many Indigenous
languages requiring protection following decades
of attempted erasure via policies of assimilation.

The Emancipate Project

Emancipate (transitive verb): to free from restraint,
control, or the power of another; especially: to free
from bondage
“The body is a resonant chamber, a place for the
articulation and amplification of many
experiences,” these words written by Tahltan
Nation artist Peter Morin, are applied to describe
the ways in which Indigenous bodies are, in and
of themselves, sites of resistance. They are
bodies who’ve survived in spite of attempted
and ongoing extermination and thus stand in
opposition to the colonial project.
Building upon Anishinaabe artist Raven Davis’
previous performative interventions with
monuments and site, this collaborative project
takes place in Charlottesville, Virginia at the site
of the City’s contentious Robert E. Lee
monument.

Emancipation
On August 12, 2017 Emancipation Park in
Charlottesville, VA garnered media attention
worldwide when an emboldened group of
neo-Nazis and white supremacists organized a
rally with the intention to “Unite The Right.”
Claiming defense of “history” in response to
the proposed removal of the park’s Robert E.
Lee monument, the Unite The Right group were
met with counter-protestors and members of an
anti-fascist group known as “antifa.” Violent
clashes broke out injuring several and resulting
in the death of 32-year-old, Heather Heyer. Of
this incident, President Donald Trump stated
that there were “very fine people on both sides.”
In response to the events of August 12 and all
who’ve lost their lives in the process of
acheiving true emancipation, this collaborative
work created at the site of the Unite The Right
rally, pays honor to ancestors lost and those
who continue to fight against white supremacy
and colonial ways of being.

The Voices Project

counter-monuments “re-enact discourses
of memory that were rejected, omitted or
outright silenced by the (urban/local/
national) collectivity and make virtue of
what would otherwise be deemed difficult
or inconvenient past.” - Natalia Krzyzanowska

#Monugogy
#Monugogy is a community-driven project
intended to bring Indigenous perspectives
on monument into a permanently active
online repository. By enlisting the help of
what’s come to be known as “Native
Twitter,” an open Call for Tweets pertaining
to monuments past, current and future
culled Indigenous responses from across
North America into one bot-driven Twitter
timeline via the #Monugogy hashtag. The
subsequent video installation piece
created from these responses is intended
to give Indigenous voices presence and
act as its own looming monument to those
voices. Due to the open-ended nature of
its source, this installation represents
only a portion of the content of its online
counterpart.

Monugogy II
Monugogy II speaks to pubic opinions
and perspectives on monuments and
the figures/events they represent.
Commentaries and facts on monuments
have been sourced via Google reviews,
blogs, library archives and thesis
research. These comments and facts
have been paired up with archived
photos of monuments altered to mimic
vintage postcards. The intention is to
reframe monuments around us and
question how monuments, much like
souvenirs and post cards, have
functioned to influence and inform
Canada’s national identity.

